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About This Game

Long Night: Alone I break is the first episode of a three episodes season. The next episodes will be released in the next
few months

Concept

Long Night is a Third Person Survival-Horror video game series which aims to reconnect with the atmosphere of its ancestors,
the old classics from the 90's and early 2000

With this game Trickster Face wants to put Lurking Fear back to the center of the gaming experience, rather than pure action
sustained by an escalation of noisy special effects.

Here we have no shot guns nor giant monsters, but simply David, a youngster who can only count on your pugnacity and your
instinct, to survive, and save his friends.

Synopsis

This black tale takes place in an American holiday camp next to a forest, at the end of a summer in the nineties.
The heroes are a group of four teenage friends, accustomed to meet there every year. Spending their last evening together telling

horror stories for fun, they find themselves plunged into a nightmare, bringing their most secret anguishes to life, tormenting
them. All of a sudden everyone is on his own. During the night David will try to find and help his friends, but doing so, he will

have to face worse than the fear that pursues him.
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Features:

- Take control of your environment, keep the balance of your mental state to run and hide from your nemesis

- Resolve enigma to understand the intimacy of the 4 teenagers and become the wall between them and their fears.

- Explore Long Night camp to discover great side quests, giving better understanding of the background.

- Choose to play with Old School (without checkpoints and interaction icons) or Modern Gameplay (with all the help you want)

Warning:

Long Night is rated 17+ M for mature by ESRB for the following content

Violence
Blood

Sexual Themes
Nudity
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Title: Long Night
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Trickster Face
Publisher:
Trickster Face
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32 Bit

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600 GT, ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French
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cool good-lookin game. so sad - it is dead now. Melt your ♥♥♥♥ing brain. Melt it and you'll love it. 10/10. Good game but it
need to more airport and good tutorial.. The worst camera in any third person game I've played. It kills an already mediocre
game by making the platforming and combat a huge pain.. walkthru into story telling of indy game development of the game
inside the game itself.... Game is good overall, I like it, it's one of the nicest point-and-click adventure games I played, yet it gets
only a borderline recommendation, as it also has some rather hard to ignore downsides.

Pros:
-nice noir atmosphere, immersive and cool
-the dialog lines usually manage to avoid being boring or annoying
-interesting enough plot (until the ending)
-Steam Trading Cards and some really nice Steam profile backgrounds

Cons:
- Greta's voice acting is horrendous, no tone change and no inflexions, she sounds... cheap and bored at all time
- typical point-and-click game issues concerning logical matches, like when using a candy wrap to fix a wire
- I can't find out how to make the game run in a window, and permanent full-screen is a bit annoying, to say the least
- no Steam achievements
- comes with the worse type of ending, the cliffhanger "to be continued" ending. Its like a God of War type action game with
amazing graphics and perspective like you're controlling a little action figure.

Actually I wouldn't mind playing God of War like this.
Controls with the Vive controller are pretty smooth.

And the playfield is at about chest level while standing so no neck strain from looking down.
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It seemed a great Tetris game, but far worse than it.
The game can only deliberately cheat with every effort it can.

When you have a red chain, it garbage you with anything but red.
and the wedge connection thing is the worst part of the disgusting game.

In order to NOT make the game too easy, this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665is ready to ruin the game.
Whether you play smooth or not, something these\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665pop up and make the tower became
a rubbish.

The AI is shameless (not Hard, but shameless) that the game is utterly destroyed.

A game with \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 AI and plain game play.

RNG is not all bad, but most time RNG is the poison of every thing when it combined with unforgivable game mech.. Great
design. Good atmosphere. Interesting story. Colour cube manipulation is tiring and often boring. Wondering through the hotel
and looking for the way to the next level is more interesting than the levels themselves. Androids are great looking and spooky.
Overall, worth playing but the game will not become next Portal.. I like all these games from this company. I'm a big civil war
fan and love these games. I rate them 10\/10 If your a civil war fan you need to get all these games at a good price!. Ordinary
loco, nothing special. Not near as nice looking or fun to drive as a lot of other steam locos in the collection.
Outdated model with little detail or features
K4s, A4s, the Black 5s, all the JXs, Castles, FEF, Kings, GWRs, Panniers, etc., are all much better.
I think the only reason I got this is that it's a dependency in a lot of workshop scenarios.
. https://youtu.be/0G4hubYqkPE

Stability issues aside, this horror game is a hodgepodge of assets that blur the games setting location and time. The lack of
narrative hooks make the puzzle solving feel hollow.. honestly one of the best games ive ever played. This game is pretty great.
The art is fantastic, the music is awesome, the tactics style RPG elements are fun, and the story is intriguing.

Heres a quick video of the first 20 min or so if youre curious about how the game is bot an RPG and a nerdy adventure game:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/OG4HHR8vEzQ. This is a very nice aircraft, it's fun to fly! It's a very good trainer for pilots who wants a
challenge, but doesn't wanna use a whole week on learning all the systems.

It took me only 3 hours to learn. Recomeded (9.5\/10). Fun little puzzle that offers some interesting chalenges. A good game to
keep the mind active! Simple mechanics combined to get from A to B,
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